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The history of **platelet function** testing (PFT) begins with the development of the evaluation of the bleeding time (BT) by the Duke procedure.10 This was the first test for the assessment of the capacity of platelets to form a plug. For many years, it has been the unique **screening** test to identify both congenital . The **platelet function screen** or PFA-100® test is an in vitro system capable of detecting platelet dysfunction in a citrated whole blood sample under high shear flow conditions. A citrated whole blood sample is aspirated from a reservoir and run through biological membranes with a central aperture. The membranes are . Platelets (thrombocytes) are cell fragments vital for normal blood clotting. **Platelet function** tests (e.g., aggregation, flow cytometry) help diagnose **platelet** . Describes how a **platelet** count is used, when a **platelet** count is ordered, and what the results of a **platelet** count might mean. About Low **Platelet**: How Fast To Run A **Platelet** Transfusion. Low **Platelet** Info, Remedies that will help your low platelets. Helena Laboratories is a leading provider of Automated
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